
SolarAPP+ Pilot Results are in: AHJs, 
Homeowners, and Contractors Save
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Agenda

Welcome and Remarks from the Secretary

Roundtable Discussion 

SolarAPP+ Overview and Results

Solar TRACE: Solar Time-based Residential 
Cycle Time Estimator

NREL Permitting, Inspection, and 
Interconnection Analysis and Best Practices



Roundtable Discussion
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SolarAPP+ 
The US Permitting Solution
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SolarAPP+ is a collaborative effort to 
accelerate rooftop solar adoption by 
making it easier for local governments to 
quickly and safely approve standardized 
rooftop PV projects for installation using 
NREL’s permitting software.

SolarAPP+ is free for AHJs to adopt and is 
supported by small admin fees paid by 
installers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) is 1 of 17 National Labs founded and funded by the U.S. Department of Energy to tackle the critical scientific challenges of our time. Specifically, NREL focuses on finding creative answers to today's energy challenges and has decades of focused leadership in clean energy research, development, and deployment. For SolarAPP+, NREL has collaborated with a team of experts (shown in the slide here) to develop an online permitting platform that will automate rooftop solar plan review and produce code compliant approvals instantly. We have worked with solar industry groups, code bodies like the ICC, the building safety community, environmental organizations, and of course local governments to develop SolarAPP.The platform is free to adopt, and we consider it a driver of economic development for jurisdictions. Data shows that economic growth compounds once permitting moves to an all-online system, and grows even more so once the process incorporates instant permit approval. As an example, once the City of San Jose took the step to automate PV approvals, they experienced a sixfold increase in growth. The resulting economic growth from automated permitting creates an infusion of local resources and generates a greater amount of government revenue for less effort. Additionally, SolarAPP is meant to make online, automated permit processing more accessible. Expanding no-touch processing can be very important for continuing installations during times like Covid, when remote operations become essential.



SolarAPP+ Eligibility

SolarAPP+ can cover standardized systems as defined here.

Current Support Parameters
● Residential PV
● Approved equipment
● NEC 2017 / 2018 i-Codes
● California Electrical Code
● California Residential Code
● Bus <225A
● Service <400A

Support In Progress
● NEC 2020 (Release in Jan 22)
● 2021 I-Codes (Release in Jan 22)
● Residential storage (Piloting)

Future Roadmap: standalone storage, EV chargers, building integrated solar, and more…

● Main panel upgrades
● PV systems <4PSF
● Single phase utility supply
● No wood shake roofs
● No metal roofs w >15PSF snow load

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes the systems that are compatible with SolarAPP at this time. Currently, SolarAPP is focused on residential PV and is compatible with the 2017 NEC, 2018 IBC and IRC. The platform recently was updated to process main panel upgrades. We also list some of the equipment limitations, such as max amp rating for service equipment and the structural load, and we will go into more detail on these during the technical demo.Also displayed here are the features that we are planning to include in SolarAPP. The tool will soon be compatible with the 2020 NEC. Additionally, SolarAPP will be able to instantly approve applications for PV-plus-storage projects, which we are very excited about! We are also working to incorporate system add-ons.SolarAPP will be continuously updated based on new codes, and we will continue to add new technologies to our eligibility portfolio. In the future, SolarAPP will be able to approve for applications for EV chargers and more!

https://solarapp.nrel.gov/docs/SolarAPP-Eligibility.pdf


SolarAPP checks the 
application to ensure 
the system design is 
code compliant

Installer submits an 
application with design 
specifications through 
SolarAPP

Code compliant applications 
are issued a permit instantly 
after fee payment 

(Review sample approval docs here)

1 2
3

SolarAPP+ Flow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will discuss what SolarAPP actually does. This slide gives a high-level overview of the process contractors would follow in SolarAPP (and soon we will walk through a more in-depth walkthrough of the platform):First, the installer inputs project information and spends about 15 minutes moving through fire, structural, electrical, and workers comp questions. There are about 50 questions total. Across the forms, our system is automating compliance checks that you or your staff would otherwise do yourself visually.Second, SolarAPP+ runs compliance checks. If the installer inputs anything non-compliant, the system will give them live feedback guiding them towards a compliant answer. Because it’s automated, it can very quickly catch code issues, typos, and errors. It is designed to be responsive, so it will instantly return corrections and provide guidance for getting a correct answer in an input field. This eases the process that would otherwise require a back-and- forth between your office and the installer. Because of this, SolarAPP can help limit the amount of questions a jurisdiction gets on basic applications, especially from new installers. This will allow your permit technicians to focus their efforts on complicated permits rather than typical systems.3. Third, if the contractor completes a compliant application, they will pay the SolarAPP administrative fee and your permitting fee. Once payment is complete, the permit is instantly issued with the inspection checklist and other content for your inspection team to verify in the field.Again, this is all through a no-touch process and allows for 24/7 instant permitting.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1d9HMPZQF2zwLDq-Hx6n2AOPhh0zyNQg8
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Options for useAdoption Options

Jurisdiction 
system collects 

permit fee

SolarAPP 
approval docs 
uploaded to 
jurisdiction 

software system

Jurisdiction 
system issues

permit instantly

Installer pre-
approves project 

with SolarAPP+ & 
pays $25 admin fee

Pathway A: Incorporated into Existing Permitting Software
(For already online jurisdictions)

SolarAPP+ 
collects permit fee 

via Stripe on 
behalf of 

jurisdiction

SolarAPP+ stores 
approval 

documents

SolarAPP+ issues
permit instantly & 
sends outputs to 

jurisdiction

Pathway B: Stand Alone SolarAPP+
(For email and in-person jurisdictions)

SolarAPP+ 
Software

Existing 
Software

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SolarAPP is adaptable, and we offer two options to best meet the needs of the jurisdiction: I believe the city currently uses an online permitting portal called EZ Online PermittingThe first option is the standalone model. This is for jurisdictions who only accept applications via email, mail, or in person. The standalone model starts with the installer inputting their project and paying our $25 administrative feeThe contractor then pays your city or county’s fee in SolarAPP using StripeThe project approval documents are stored in SolarAPP for easy future accessAnd finally, the permit gets issued instantly! And all permit and inspection documents are sent to both the installer and the jurisdiction.The integration model is for jurisdictions already using some type of online permitting portal such as Accela (or insert other permit platform: Tyler Energov, eTrackit). This method also starts with the installer inputting their project and paying our $25 admin feeThe approval documents for the project are uploaded to the government’s software systemThe installer would now be directed back to your system where they can pay city or county permitting feesYour system would then instantly issue the permit
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Adopted
• Menifee, CA
• Pima County, AZ
• Pleasant Hill, CA
• San Ramon, CA
• Stockton, CA
• Simi Valley, CA
• Sonoma County, CA
• Tucson, AZ

Piloting
• Benicia, CA
• Beaumont, CA
• Modesto, CA

Where is 
SolarAPP+ 
Available?
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4,300+
Residential rooftop PV permits approved to date

200+
Permits approved to date for Solar+Storage

projects

SolarAPP+ Results

50,000+ days saved
SolarAPP+ has reduced 

permit times from as many 
as 24 to 0 days.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated 11/21This slide displays some results from the communities that have been piloting to date. Those include Pleasant Hill, CA; Tucson & Pima County, AZ; Menifee, CA; Oceanside, CA; San Ramon, CA; Sanoma County, CA; Stockton, CA; Beaumont, CA; and Simi Valley, CA.To date, SolarAPP+ has issued over 2700 permits in those communities, and more than 200  permits through our PV+ Storage pilot. Among those communities we have seen no time added to inspections of PV systems in the field, which is a common concern we received. And on the topic of inspections, projects permitted through SolarAPP+ were installed and inspected 12 days faster than projects using a traditional process. All of this was done through SolarAPP+’s ability to provide instantaneous review reducing average permit review time to less than one day and saving AHJ staff over 2,000 hours.
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AHJ Time 
Savings

• By providing instantaneous review SolarAPP+ has reduced the 
average permit review time to less than 1 day saving 
jurisdictional staff over 3,000 hours in review
• No time added to inspections of PV systems in the field, with 
comparable inspection passage rates to traditional inspections
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SolarAPP+ Reduces Adoption 
Timelines

Projects submitted through SolarAPP+ were installed 
and inspected

12 business days faster 
on average than projects using the traditional process 
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SolarAPP can be set 
up to:
• integrate with your 

existing online 
permitting software

• stand alone as a 
complete online 
permitting solution

These include:
• Permitting contacts
• AHJ boundaries
• Local wind and 

snow variables
• Model code years
• Terms and 

conditions

Depending on your 
integration, either:
• Set up an instant 

permit application 
in your software

• Set up permit 
payments in 
SolarAPP

This involves:
• Inviting 1-3 

installers to use your 
SolarAPP permitting 
process

• Opening up 
SolarAPP+ 
permitting to all 
installers

Setup Instant 
Permit Workflow

Select the Right 
Integration

Input Local 
Settings Launch

Four Steps to Adopting 
SolarAPP+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If moving forward with adoption interests you, this slide walks through exactly what that process looks like. It’s a 4-step process:First, we would need to select the right model of SolarAPP for your jurisdiction (either the integration or standalone version reviewed on the previous slide.)  The next step would be to input local settings. These include aspects such as permitting contacts, wind speed, snow load, temperature variables, model code years, and a few other pieces. Our team can help you with this step.Next would be to set up an instant workflow. If you are moving forward with the standalone model, this step would include setting up permit payments in SolarAPP through Stripe. If you are moving forward with the integration model, then you would need to set up an instant workflow in your government software. And finally, launch! This would involve inviting 1-3 installers to use SolarAPP for permitting to start and run a pilot if needed, and finally open up SolarAPP to all installers in your area. STOP AND MOVE TO TECH DEMO
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Next Steps

Register your interest at solarapp.nrel.gov/register.   

Join us for an upcoming SolarAPP+ demo:
• Tuesday February 22nd, 11 am PT
• March 10th, 10 am PT
• Tuesday March 22nd, 11 am PT

Learn more about SolarAPP+:

• SolarAPP+ Help Center: help.solar-app.org
• Contact Us: team@solar-app.org
• SolarAPP+ Inspection Training: https://cleanenergytraining.org/products/inspecting-a-

solarapp-system. 

https://solarapp.nrel.gov/
https://help.solar-app.org/
mailto:team@solar-app.org
https://cleanenergytraining.org/products/inspecting-a-solarapp-system


SolarTRACE and Related 
Analysis

https://solarapp.nrel.gov/solarTRACE
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Call to Action
• NREL is actively looking for partners to:

• Review SolarTRACE and provide 
feedback/suggestions for functionality and 
visualization improvements

• Provide project-level data, with an emphasis on:
• 2021 data to update SolarTRACE
• PV+Storage projects
• PV projects installed on new homes
• PV projects at time of re-roof 
• AHJ permitting data (i.e. code years and online 

permitting processes)
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Introduction to SolarTRACE

• NREL’s Solar Time-Based Residential Analytics and Cycle time Estimator 
(SolarTRACE) allows for timeline comparisons across AHJs and utilities
– 1,500 AHJs with at least 10 installs, across 140 utilities and 26 states
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SolarTRACE 2020 Install Data

2020 data covers:
~23% of U.S. installs
~up to 48% of installs 
for covered states 
(median 15%)
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Using SolarTRACE
(Demonstration)
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Key Findings

• Key findings from NREL’s PII analysis so far include:
• An average project takes 4 – 4½ months from contract signing to 

final Permission to Operate
• 95% of projects are completed in 9 months or less

• Average times for AHJ permit and utility approval-to-build reviews 
are 1 week, though they may take up to 6 weeks at the 95th %ile

• Surveyed installers of all sizes report that PII processes are a major 
reason for project delays 
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Key Findings: 
Installer Survey

Price premium due to 
burdensome PII requirements 

Installer-reported
cancellation rates

Results from survey of 136 
installers conducted in 2019 
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Key Findings:
PII Requirements Analysis

• From analysis of SolarTRACE
project-level timeline data 
and AHJ requirements

• Improvements to pre-install 
processes (expedited 
reviews, online or online-
instant) are not strongly 
associated with post-install 
delays (e.g., problems found 
at inspection)
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Survey of COVID Impacts on AHJs
Duration of 

staffing challenges

• Online survey of 171 AHJs in 16 states conducted 
summer/fall 2021



Residential Solar 
Interconnection Timelines

https://www.nrel.gov/solar/market-
research-analysis/permitting-inspection-
interconnection-timelines.html
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Pre-Install Application Approval 
Times (Medians)

PV-Only | 1-10kW
Installed 2017-2019

“Pre-install 
Approval” refers to 
the number of 
business days from 
the date a PV 
installer submits an 
interconnection 
application to the 
utility to the date the 
installer receives 
approval from the 
utility to install the 
PV system. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To analyze pre-install application approval timelines, we derived the median and range of cycle times for the pre-installation approval phase of the interconnection process for 24 states. The pre-install approval timelines includes the time from application submission to approval by the utility. This map displays the medians from those 24 states.
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Pre-Install Application Approval 
Times (Medians)

PV-Only | 1-10kW
Installed 2017-2019

“State Requirement” 
refers to the state 
mandated maximum 
time that utilities 
may take to 
complete the pre-
install approval 
phase of the 
interconnection 
process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also evaluated the percentage of projects that are approved within respective state-mandated timelines from 2017– 2019 by comparing the derived medians to state-level mandated maximum timelines for the pre-install approval process. This slides shows the results of that analysis for projects 10 kW or less.State-mandated interconnection application timelines for the pre-installation approval phase ranged from 10 to 40 business days, whereas state-level median approval timelines ranged from 0 to 23 days for projects in this size range. This analysis showed that even though utilities approve projects within mandated timeframes more often than not, utilities across only seven of the twenty-four analyzed states met these mandates 95% of the time (or more) for systems 10 kW or less
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Pre-Install Application Approval 
Times (Medians)

PV-Only | 11-50kW
Installed 2017-2019

“State Requirement” 
refers to the state 
mandated maximum 
time that utilities 
may take to 
complete the pre-
install approval 
phase of the 
interconnection 
process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We conducted the same analysis for projects 11-50 kW , shown hereFor this size category utilities across only six of the twenty-four analyzed states met these mandates 95% of the time (or more) for systems 10 kW or less.From this analysis in both size groups, we found that short approval timelines do not always occur in states with more stringent timeline mandates, and likewise, that the slowest completion timelines do not necessarily coincide with the least stringent mandates. For example, Colorado, is among the states with the longest state-level medians, but has one of the most stringent requirements for its size range.
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State Timeline Comparison of Pre-
Installation Approval Phase (Medians)

PV-Only

Pre-Installation Approval Timeline (Business Days)

System Size ≤10 kW 11–50 kW

State
2012–2014 

Median
2017–2019 

Median % Change
2012–2014 

Median
2017–2019 

Median % Change

Arizona 22 6 -73% 22 7 -68%

California 20 0 -100% 23 6 -74%

Colorado 32 12 -63% 25 14.5 -42%

New Jersey 14 6 -57% 15 8 -47%

New York 10 4 -60% 10 4 -60%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We further evaluated how timelines have evolved since 2012 for a subset of five states: Arizona, California, Colorado, New Jersey, and New York. The analyses are divided into the same two size ranges discussed on the previous slides: systems that are ≤10 kilowatts (kW), and systems that are 11–50 kW. Although some applications are not reviewed and approved within state-mandated timelines, preinstallation approval process timelines appear to have declined since NREL’s prior analysis, which was conducted in 2015. For projects ≤10 kW the median pre-installation approval process cycle time dropped from 10–32 business days to 0–12 business days (a decline of 57%–100%). For projects 11–50 kW, the median cycle time dropped from 10–25 business days to 4–14.5 business days (a decline of 44%–74%). 
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Processes to Improve 
Interconnection Approval Timelines

• Processes suggested by interviewees:
– The proliferation of online interconnection application 

submission and/or online fee payment portals
– Elimination of pre-installation approval application processes

• Other opportunities:
– Providing trainings to local contractors on interconnection 

application requirements
– Streamlining internal and external communications related to 

interconnection applications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To better understand how utility interconnection processes have evolved and the impact these changes may have had on pre-installation approval timelines, we interviewed personnel from 13 utilities that operate in seven states. These interviews indicated that there are several practices that have been voluntarily implemented or required by regulators to help utilities decrease their overall timelines and comply with state mandates. Interviewees identified two key process changes that could explain some of the review and approval time savingsThe first is utilizing an online interconnection application portal and allowing online fee payments. NREL data shared in the SolarTRACE tool suggests that, nationwide, at least 57 utilities are currently accepting applications via an application portal and an additional 30 utilities accept applications via email (NREL 2021; Cook et al. 2021b). Analysis from O’Shaughnessy et al. (2022) further supports the conclusion that utilizing a portal is associated with a reduction in pre-installation application timelines by as much as a full business day.Second is removing the pre-install interconnection application requirement. Many utilities already do not require pre-installation approval for systems meeting certain criteria. This allows the system to be installed without waiting for prior approval from the utility. Utilities without pre-installation approval requirements include the three largest California IOUs and at least 16 utilities across five other states (NREL 2021; Cook et al. 2021b). Data from SolarTRACE suggests that removing the pre-installation approval requirement could save 5 business days on average across the entire interconnection process (NREL 2021; Cook et al. 2021b). However, some interviewees questioned the feasibility of this approach for smaller utilities, especially where rooftop PV penetration is high and upgrades may be necessary to accommodate new installations. As such, this practice may be situationally limited.Other practices suggested during interviews includeProviding trainings to local contractors on interconnection application requirements to help avoid time consuming errors on applicationsStreamlining communications related to the interconnection process both internally between relevant departments and externally with contractors. This may include having a person of contact who directly responds to interconnection related inquiries and questions, and facilitates the application through the process.
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Summary: Key Findings
• Pre-installation approval timeline mandates vary widely by state

• 7 states had  95% or more of projects ≤10 kW meet the respective state-
mandated maximum timeline requirements
– 6 states had 95% or more of projects 11–50 kW meet the respective 

state-mandated maximum timeline requirements

• Short approval timelines do not always occur in states with more 
stringent timeline mandates, and likewise, the slowest timelines do not 
necessarily coincide with the least stringent mandates.

• For the five states in the historical analysis, the median timelines have 
declined by 57%–100% for projects ≤10 kW and 44%–74% for projects 
11–50 kW.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Across the 24 analyzed states, pre-installation approval timeline mandates vary widely, ranging between 10 and 40 business days. Calculated median timelines range from 1 to 23 days.while utilities approve projects within mandated timeframes more often than not, utilities across only seven of the twenty-four analyzed states met these mandates 95% of the time (or more) for systems 10 kW or less and six states met these mandates 95% of the time (or more) for systems 11-50 kW. This suggests that many PV system projects are not approved within state-mandated timelinesShort approval timelines do not always occur in states with more stringent timeline mandates, and likewise, the slowest timelines do not necessarily coincide with the least stringent mandates.Although there are still projects that are not approved within state-mandated timelines, preinstallation approval process timelines appear to have declined since NREL’s analysis in 2015  



www.nrel.gov

NREL is a national laboratory of the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy 
Efficiency

and Renewable Energy, operated by the Alliance for Sustainable Energy, LLC.

Questions and Thank You! 

For more information contact: 
solarapp@nrel.gov
team@solar-app.org

SolarAPP Outreach Materials
• Website:

• https://solarapp.nrel.gov/
• Pilot Results:

• https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy
22osti/81603.pdf

• Demonstration webinar:
• https://www.youtube.com/wa

tch?v=wMDZYo7wf4I&t=1869s
• Where is SolarAPP+ available?

• https://help.solar-
app.org/article/108-where-is-
solarapp-available. 

• NREL Analysis Homepage: 
• https://www.nrel.gov/solar/m

arket-research-
analysis/permitting-inspection-
interconnection-timelines.html

mailto:solarapp@nrel.gov
mailto:team@solar-app.org
https://solarapp.nrel.gov/
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy22osti/81603.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMDZYo7wf4I&t=1869s
https://help.solar-app.org/article/108-where-is-solarapp-available
https://www.nrel.gov/solar/market-research-analysis/permitting-inspection-interconnection-timelines.html
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